Future Fantasteek!

Here comes another one.
What's happening in the big wide world?

Who cares!

Look at the baby

that'll take your mind off things

the welfare state can cope

with one more...
We put vegetarians on a diet of meat and made them eat their pets for non-stop entertainment.
Send your C.V. for senior position

* MUST be Really Stupid

REALLY Really *
Stupid

WANTED

Good pay & benefits
TRENDING NOW
i-ache™

WOW
STORE UP YEARS
OF PAIN
FOR YOUR
FUTURE!

upgrade to...

i-hunch™

SHUVSSH
DON'T
MENTION
'RAYS'.

FREE Physiotherapy*

after downloading
100 Apps!

FREE RSI
CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME
new APP

SQUANDER 3D

Basically... You GIVE US YOUR CASH

and WE let you fire chickens at targets (DIGITALLY)

HOW BRILLIANT is THAT!!
Horror in suburbia

Injured in an accident?

Oh no

Beware it wasn't an accident

They're out to get you

Injury lawyers 4 U

Here's my card
Once upon a time, there was a really old p...
YOU MUST

Feel its TONIC ACTION

You can actually feel good while you are washing. A pleasant tingling sensation tells you that its special tonic properties are reviving secret without waste to the thinnest wafer, economical.

TRANSPARENT 6d. A CAKE

MATCHLESS FOR THE
are you?

FEELING BRASSIC

just ignore it.

CONTINUE?

Would you like to add more coins?

- 10 coins: £1.00
- 100 coins: £10.00
- 1000 coins: £100.00

CANCEL  PAY NOW

NO. on CREDIT CARD

XXX-XXX-XXXX

CANCEL  PAY
PERSONAL feathered HOTSPOT

Have you got one? ... Why not?
you need the

TWAT APP

download it TODAY

BRILLIANT AWESOME:

- Fashion Advice
- Changing Your Accent
- Topics of Conversation
- Mannerisms

BE A more PROFESSIONAL TWAT
YOU have been UPGRADED

CONGRATULATIONS

* please go ASAP to the nearest HOSPITAL FOR DEACTIVATION

--- THANK YOU ---
Everyone Lurves Morner

Always manages to bring us all down.

Remember to your friends and everyone else.

Arse Book
at last
PERPETUAL
Football
24 hrs
NEVERENDING MATCH
GOES ON & ON
& ON AND ON
YAWN
Police say sorry for mistaking a blind man for a sword suspect... and tasering him